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TWO BUSINESS UNITS
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Competencies

Competencies
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•
•

•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Thought leadership
Consulting
Process analysis & mapping
Manufacturing line design
integration
Automation strategy
Unleash manufacturing potential
Assembling, quality control,
manufacturing technologies
Robotic systems
Custom packaging solutions
Thermoforming automation
Injection molding machine
automation
PLC & HMI programming
Machine as a Service (MAAS)
Line reviews/line trials

LEAN AUTOMATION

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Research & ideation
Design With Intent™
Engineering
Tooling/manufacturing
• Premiums
• Sampling
• Labeling
QA: Audits & Safety Testing
Packaging
Premiums packaging
Primary packaging for samples
Retail packaging
Cereal carton design
Influencer kits
POS display

BRAND ACTIVATION

LEAN AUTOMATION
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INNOVATION IN MOTION™
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We provide insightful, strategic solutions to move our client’s
businesses forward. That requires innovative thinking. So whether we
are talking about lean automation or brand activation, Insight Inc.
is literally and figuratively “INNOVATION IN MOTION”.
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We provide sales lift, differentiation, and targeted communication
on-shelf & beyond. We create and execute family & kids promotions,
packaging, point-of-sale (POS) & partnerships.
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OUR PROCESS
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DISCOVERY
Discovery is part of the everyday lifestyle at
Insight. We participate in:
•
•

OUR PARTNERS

•
•
•

Cultivating our network of innovation
Identifying trends from broad varieties of
industry trade events
Primary and secondary research
In-store shelf research
Data mining from social influencers and
platforms

Discovery is essential to the Insight DNA and
informs our design process.

Blue sky thinking meets practicality; DISCLAIMER:
Anything but ordinary. Our creators have
decades of expertise designing:
•
•
•
•
•

Toys
Print
Packaging
Various Sampling Formats
Promotional Campaigns

All Insight product is designed to meet or exceed applicable standards. We’re familiar with just about
every QA acronym out there and are always ready to update our rule book. Our current alphabet soup
includes:

LEAN AUTOMATION

QUALITY

BRAND ACTIVATION

DESIGN

• CPSIA • ASTM • GFSI • FDA • GMP • SMETA • BRC • SQF • FAMA • HACCP • ISO • ISTA
• PROP 65 • C-T-PAT

We are also proud members of the International Consumer Product Health and Safety Organization, who
is an international, neutral forum for product safety stakeholders to learn, network and share information.
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We apply our standards, your standards, and U.S. standards to define our North American
sourcing strategy.
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SUPPLY CHAIN
Insight has a huge network of audited
production facilities in the U.S., Canada, and
Mexico. We prefer to manufacture products
domestically for these reasons:
Extensive variety of product capabilities
Lower cost, faster freight
Lower carbon footprint
Inventory warehousing (<3-day transit)
Same day communications
Fewer holiday-related ramifications
Fewer language barriers
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•
•
•
•
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•

Insight also has a preferred network of audited
China-based factories.

PACKAGING

•
•
•
•
•
•

Continuous format bandolier packaging for
automatic insertion
Flow wrapping (transparent or printed)
Packaging items together (shrink wrapping,
polybagging, blister)
Co-packaging of confections or leaflets
Primary packaging sampling (liquids, powders,
food)
Retail packaging (folding cartons, window
boxes, blister cards, CDU’s)

AUTO-INSERTION
If you’re part of a package-based promotion,
welcome to Insight’s In-The-Box thinking. Using
our proprietary, on-demand, automated
equipment, we have inserted over one billion
toys and samples globally…and counting!
No capital investment
No interruption to your packaging systems
No changes to your plant’s floorplan,
assembly line, or labor force

We bring everything we need with us to
your facility, and we take it all away when
we’re done.
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Your product is now ready for its world debut,
whether on a retail shelf or part of a
package-based promotion.

BRAND ACTIVATION

Depending on your product format and method
of distribution, Insight currently offers a variety of
packaging solutions:
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PROMOTIONAL PACKAGING
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ON PACK PREMIUM LABELING
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GAMES, GAME PIECES, AND LABELING
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RETAIL PRODUCTS
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We provide expertise of custom automation,
robotic and controls platforms.

OUR PHILOSOPHY

Lean Automation is Insight’s process for prioritizing overall business goals using automation as a tool for
business success. When Insight elevates the discussion to include economy, strategy, and technology,
our partners achieve higher profitability, faster speed to market, and greater market share.

Our unique strategic approach is universally successful when simplified to motion control.
We have demonstrated performance in the following categories:

Insight focuses on discovery of the root causes to organizational challenges. We facilitate a process upfront to roadmap our partner’s optimal manufacturing future. Then we execute the required technological
solutions with no allegiance to any prescribed technology.
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PROPOSALS/OPTIONS
We develop action plans tailored to our partner’s
environment, ensuring responsible capital spend and
resource utilization to affect positive change for both
the short-term and long-term.

We provide a framework and a common language
to ensure our clients improve the way they evolve.
We will bring our cross-functional team of innovators to
your facility in order to unleash your full manufacturing
potential. Our methodology offers a checklist to
prevent skipping critical steps.

TECHNICAL EXECUTION
We provide expertise of custom automation, robotics,
and controls platforms. With capabilities such as:
• Mechanical design and engineering
• Controls and robotics software
• Electronics system integration
• 3D modeling, prototyping, animations
• Equipment assembly, integration
and installation
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Innovation and discerning discovery underscore
everything we do. We spend time asking the right
questions to understand your business. We listen
closely to all the company stakeholders––corporate
staff, factory management and line personnel in a
customized discovery process that helps define
business opportunities. This allow us to integrate and
synchronize what our partners do best with what
we do best.

PROCESS MAPPING/FACILITATION

LEAN AUTOMATION
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ASSEMBLING, QUALITY CONTROL
AND MANUFACTURING
TECHNOLOGIES
High speed assembling
Vision guided assembly
Vision inspection
Ultrasonic welding
High-precision measurement
Lathe, grinder serving robot cells
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•

ROBOTIC SYSTEMS

•
•

Complex Robotic Systems
Robotic Assembling
Vision Guided and Conveyor
Tracking Robotics
Molding Machine Robotic Tending
Palletizing Solutions for the CPG
Packaging Industry
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CUSTOM PACKAGING SOLUTIONS
•
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•
•

Robotic specialty Palletizing, including
Conveyor systems and Traffic management
Flexible packaging solutions
Custom case packing
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THERMOFORMING AUTOMATION
•
•
•

Flat Sheet Thermoforming
Trimming Press Offload
Universal Trimming Press Tools
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INJECTION MOLDING MACHINE
AUTOMATION
•
•

Molding machine robotic tending
Vision assisted quality control systems

LEAN AUTOMATION

PLC & HMI ROBOTIC
PROGRAMMING
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OUR TECHNOLOGIES

We lease our equipment to our partners on an as-needed basis. This is called the MaaS (Machine as a
Service) business model, which is how we launched our business in 1999.
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MACHINE AS A SERVICE (MAAS)

There is no corporate capital expenditure required, enabling greater flexibility in cash flow, manufacturing,
and staffing. Insight has reduced overall costs and increased service consistently for over 20 years.
In-plant, on-the-line specialties include:

•

In pack promotional materials into retail packs
• Custom premiums
• Primary packaging sample creation
On-pack labeling
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